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Welcome to the April 2023 newsletter 
 
The big event last month was our 75th anniversary  fly in held on 
March 19th. We had a good turn out of local fliers and visitors from 
Cambridge, Taupo and Tauranga. A group were coming from 
Whakatane/ Kawerau but with all the earth quake activity in 
Kawerau on the 18th and slips in the Rotoma hills they decided to 
stay home and clean up.
A few models that stood out were Frank Brown’s Pawnee, Paul’s two
pylon racers, Alex with his helicopter and Brent’s P51 and Newport.
It was great to catch up with several old friends from other clubs 
and talk about the past. 
Conditions were near perfect and a very relaxed days flying was 
enjoyed by all and to make things even better Tom and Anthea  
turned on the best B B Q ever!

Mean while we have had some great Autumn weather and plenty of
activity at the strip. Last Wednesday was a typical example with the 
biggest crowd we've seen for some time. 



Paul and Andy & FW 190  Brent and Newport in the background

Our photographer got snapped 



Frank Brown’s impressive Pawnee

Brent’s P51D



and Newport



With thanks to AVA news issue 195



RADIO CONTROL BECOMES AVAILABLE
In 1946 Radio Control first became  commercially available. Below is
a circuit diagram of that set.



 Produced by Beacon Radio the set was designed by Walter Good.
Walter a radio Ham and his twin brother Howard were pioneers in 
model design and radio. The radio event at several of the USA nats 
in the 1930s were won by Howard  flying radio gear made by Walter.
A search on You Tube will find several videos produced by the AMA
among them is a documentary on the Good brothers. It’s well worth 
a look. The set operated in the 54Mhz Ham experimental band and 
used 3A5 (DCC90) valves requiring two battery packs. 45Volts was 
needed to light up the receiver  and weighed about the same a  
modern 25 glow engine. Most engines used for R/C were spark 
ignition 60s  so with all the interference from the ignition it was no 
small feat to achieve a radio link. The system used an unmodulated  
carrier which was either on or off operating a relay at the receiver. 
Note the length of the transmitter aerial 8ft 10in!

COMING EVENTS

April 15/16 Tuakau vintage meeting

May NDC Vintage Precision R/C

June NDC Vintage Precision R/C

August NDC Vintage Precision & Duration R/C

Sept NDC 1/2 A Texaco






